
CHAP1'ER I. 

G E N E R A L O U T L I N E S. 

§ 1. 

Nature of the Machine-Problem. 

WHILE in appe_arance a machine differs greatly from any of the 
force- or motion-distributors of nature, yet for the theoretical or 
pure mecbani�ian no such difference exists,-or rather it completely 
disappears on analysis, so that to him the problems of machinery fall 
into the same class as those of the-1nechanical phenomena of nature. 
He sees in both forces and motion.q existing, and subject to the same 
great laws which, developed in their most general form, govern and 
must govern every single case.· In pure Mechanics machines are 
now treated only as illustrations ; they no longer receive their 
complete development as they did when many of their problems 
were still new and strange, and apparently stood opposed to those 
of Mechanics. This present subdivision is quite correct, so far as 
the question is one of scientific comprehension only. As, however, 
the actual machinery itself, deriving its existence from various 
sources, and having its own characteristic features and methods 
of classification and treatment, forms a quite distinct and special 
subject, a separation of its scientific· mechanical problems from 
those of Mechanics in general is . possible, and indeed has already 
been made. 
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It must be admitted, too, that the sense of the reality of this 
separation has been felt not only by Engineers or others actually 
engaged in machine design, but also by those theoretical writers 
who have had any practical knowledge of machinery, in spite 
of the increasing tendency in the treatment of mechanical science 
to thin away machine-problems into. those of pure mechanics. 

There are good reasons for this feeling. Such a treatment of 
machine-problems is first of all greatly to be deprecated because 
it would place the scientific part of machine-construction upon 
a base too· indefinite and- widely extended. The fundamental 
notions of force and motion themselves are subject to uncertain 
interpretation. In the attempt to define ideas standing on the 
boundary li.,ne . between P�ysics and Metaphysics an . uncertainty 
which demands the closest mathematical and philosophical in
vestigation makes itself felt. This uncertainty or indistinctness, 
by holding open a perspective of ideas entirely beyond all pur
pose of the study concerned, exercises a disturbing influence on it. 
It affects every definition, every explanation intended to be ex
haustive; it compels the teacher who desires to express himself 
with scientific accuracy either to use generalisations of which be 
feels the unpractical nature, or to employ illogical limitations such 
as" common 'practice," "usual arrangements," and so on. He who 
knows laws only is fain to content himself with rules where he 
\vould far sooner employ strict scientific met.hods. Not every 
generalisation, that is to say, is practical, nor from a certain 
point of view indeed, even cor rect. 'l'his point of viewn is· 
that from which Geometry separates itself from Mathematics 
in general, Descriptive Geometry from Geometry in general, still 
more fro111 which Kosmical Physi�s, Hydraulics, A.erostatics, branch 
away from :Natural Philosoplty,-in other words, the point of vie,v 
from which special sciences are seen to separate themselves froni 
the more general sciences to which they are subordinate. 

Such a separation becomes at once possible and advisable if any 
complete circle of ideas lie at the base of the region separated. 
In the case of machine-problems their separation from those of 
general Mechanics can be demonstrated. · A distinct line of demar
cation, although in certain examples less· distinct than in others, 
shows itself between them. To· find the real nature of· this differ
euce let us endeavour to look at the whole question from outsidi, 
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exactly the required manner,-in consequence of the action of 
the external forces. One might apply to these forces,-witb 
a very small alteration which I hope the reader will permit,
Schiller's riddle about the spark :-

" Sleeping, yet rearly for the expected foe, 
I lie concealed within my iron walls ; 
He comes, he feels my iron weapon's blow, 
,vc fight ; I sleep again,-for soon he falls.'' 

The force is challenged, and immediately it appears ;-the ex
ternal challenging force ceases, and immediately its opponent1 

which has so energetica11y defended the. form of its dwelling, also 
disappears. Nothing is to be seen of the inner force so long as it 
is not awakened by an outer one. It is as it were concealed in the 
interior of the body. vVe shall not be carrying the analogy with 
Thermal Physics too far if we call these molecular forces, which in 
their hiding-places guq,rd the stability of the material world, latent 
forces, a.s opposed to the directly measurable sensible forces which 
externally influence bodies through gravitation and other causes. 
The difference between the two systems is therefore that 
sensible forces are in the one case opposed by other and ind� 
pendent sensible forces, and in the other case by dependent 
latent forces. 

We have considered both systems in a form of special simplicity 
which, it may be thought, does not permit sufficiently general 
deductions to be made. Then let us suppose the kosmical system 
to be enlarged into a solar system with sun, planets, and satellites 
moving in their circular . or elliptic orbits, and let us add to 
our wheel other wheels and shafts connected with the first as 
spur-gearing or in any other ,vay, so that rotation occurs throughout 
the whole system, and a machine suitable for any particular 
purpose is formed. We shall then note that in the kosmical 
system the mutual mQtions of the bodies, both as to their paths 
and their velocities, are entirely dependent on the influence 
of sensible forces, while in the machine system the paths of 
motion are absolutely determined, and at the same time no poin,t 
can alter its velocity without the velocities of all other point..� 
being conespondingly altered ; that in the latter case, therefore, 
disturbing sensible forces are with(?ut influence,-they are every-

DK 
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where balanced by the latent forces. Not less is it these last 
which carry the moving forces from body to body. The difference 
we found above, then, is general, so far as it relates to the nature 
of the forces coming into action, and is in no way limited to the 
simple case supposed. 

Both the cases chosen as illustrations are extreme,-in general 
the kosmical and machine systems do not differ so ,videly, but 
approach each other mutually more, or less. The plant, for in
st�ce, so far resembles a machine system that the motion of itse. 
sap takes place in tolerably rigid channels or tubes, and in definite 
prescribed directions. The correspondence is not, however, exact, 
for the leaf-stalks, twigs and boughs l..ndergo alterations of form 
both small and great from kosmical forces. The nearest approach 
to our machine system in the vegetable kingdom is perhaps the 
circulation of the sap in the tissue of a firm, strong tree-stem, for 
here only are the alterations of form small enough to be neglected. 
In a few existing machines . also actions occur which must be 
classed as kosmical, as for instance the motion of the water in 
the a.acient water-wheels (Straube-riider) used sometimes in moun
tainous districts to drive saw-mills, upon which the stream dashes 
almost like a waterfall. Thus the two systems are not divided by 
a hair-line, but still their differences are always notable, and become 
the more distinct the more decidedly each belongs to its own class. 
The more perfectly the water-wheel is made, the more completely 
do the freely-playing streams of water disappear ; the rude wheel 
becomes the smooth and quietly running turbine, where the foam
ing and splashing of the water is reduced to the smallest limits. 
From the huge swinging lever, by the help of which the Walloon 
brickmaker or the Hindoo builder lowered his empty bucket into 
the brook and raised it again full, has grown the beam-engine, with 
its quiet and regularly working pumps. The kosmical freedom 
of natural forces is brought in the machine under order and law, 
which no ordinary external force can shake. On the other hand, 
latent forces also act with those of nature, as in the waterfall, 
hurling the rebounding streams of water upwards from the rocky 
channel ; or as in the meteoric stone, diverting it from its original 
path by atmospheric resistance. The balancing of sensible by 
latent forces is therefore not solely a distinctive mark of the 
machine but we have in it a principal characteristic of the machine-
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like or machinnl as distinguish'ed from the kosmical, and it must 
be kept distinctly in vie\v in endeavouring to understand the exact 
idea conveyed by the word machine. 

The prevention of disturbing motions by latent forces is 
then a principle in the machine. Its application is connected 
with various objects. ,Vben a machine is constructed it is meant 
to be an arrangement for carrying on some definite mechanical 
work-it may be the n1oving of some body, or the alteration of its 
form, or both together. For such a purpose we require that so soon 
as n1otion is caused by any effort in any part of the machine that 
motion shall be of an ab�olutely defined nature. Thus our wheel 
in Fig. 3 might be used for lifting ,veights if ,ve made the disc R 
a drum and passed a cord over it,-or it riright serve as a grindstone 
if the disc ,vere made of suitable material, and so on. Every 
motion then which varies from the one intended will be a 
distui·bing mot.ion, and ,ve therefore give beforehand to the parts 
which bear the latent forces-the bodies, that is, of which then· 
machine is constructed,-such arrangement, form and rigidity that 
they permit each moving part to have one motion on ly

._ 

the required one. This having been done, so soon as the external 
natural forces ,vhich it is intended to employ are allo,ved to act, 
the desired motion occurs. Our procedure is therefore two
fold ; negative first- the exclusion of the possibility of any 
other than the wished-for motionn; and then positive-the 
introduction of motion. The result is that the natural force whenn· 
applied accomplishes the required mechanical w·ork. 

A mnchine may be perfect, or may contain more or fewer 
imperfectionsn; it approaches perfection just in proportion as it 
corresponds to what we have recognised as its special object,-·. 
the special end for which it bas been constructed. After the 
insight we have now obtained into its nature it is possible for us to 
frame a definition of the machine. It is as follows :-

A machine i s  a combination of resistant bodies so 
arranged that b y  their means the m echanical  fore es 
of nature can be compelled to do work accompanied
by certai n determinate m otions.7 

This shows within what distinct limits machine-problems lie, 
and that they allow themselves to be readily separated from the 
general problems of Mechamcs, as we ha.ve already maintained. 

D 2 
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While the science of Mechanics examines motion caused in the 
most general cases by the action of mechanical forces, Machine
mechanics occupies itself with certain special cases only, with 
motions produced by a limited circle of rueans. It draws its first 
laws from the same fountain as Mechanics, to which, as the more 
comprehensive science, it is subordinate. But the 1·egion which 
it specially concerns can be separated from the science as a whole, 
and - its function is to create systematic order within this separate 
region, and. to investigate the laws specially belonging to it. Here 
is work enough, challenging some one to undertake it. It is greatly 
to be wished that those who are familiar with · machine-design 
should not leave these investigations entirely to others, as bas of 
late years often been the case with us, and still more in France. 
It is this that has caused what I have already alluded to as the 
volatinlisation, the thinning away, of the problem,-a method of 
treatment from which practical mechanists, upon whom the 
machine depends for its further development, and for ,vhose 
benefit specially the investigations have been undertaken, turn 
away dissatisfied. They have the right. to demand, within certain 
limits, complete concentration upon their special problems, and 
will not allow the question to be carried off into another region, 
where the solid ground seems to them to disappear without any 
counterbalancing advantages being gained. 

§ 2. 

The Science of Machines. 

The scientific carrying-out in practice of the requirements coverP-d 
by our definition of the machine has caused the rise of an extended 
apparatus of sciences in connection with the progressing develop
ment of Polytechnic instruction. From the foundation sciences of 
Mathematics and Physics three or four other sciences specially 
concerning the machine have separated themselves. Their common 
object is the elucidation of the causal-connection of machine 
phenomena. Together they have been happilyn· enough called 
Practical Mechan ics. I speak of them here as sciences without 
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pretending to insist on their absolute right to the title ; they may 
be called sciences of the second or third order, or by their usual 
names ; they employ scientific -methods, and treat by their means 
special regions of investigation ; within these they have reached bye• 
degrees an independence which has made necessary their separation 
from the more general sciences. 

First comes the study of machines in general, looked at in con- , 
nection with the work-they have to do. This is known in Germany · 
under a number of somewhat VB.o<YUe titles, as general or descriptive, 
special and theoretical " Maschinenlehre." In its general form it 
deals, deseripfively, with the whole of existing machines,-it teaches 
what machines exist and how they are constituted, and 
thus affords us a glance at their manner of growth. It proceeds 
teleologically in the fullest sense of the word, seeking always to 
refer everything to the special object for which the machine was 
constructed. Its methods of classification are made as general as 
possible. At present a complete descriptive, or really general 
treatment of machinery in this way, is hardly possible on account 
of the enormous number of existing machines. To be really gene
ral only classes and types can be treated of. Quietly adapting 
itself to the every-day wants of the learner the study thus becomes 
specialised,-single classes are taken up and treated singly in detail. 
Along with the construction of each special machine its theory 
is also, for the most part, considered,-that is, the nature of the 
sensible forces which come into action and the motions to which 
they give rise are examined, and deductions are drawn in regard 
to the most suitable way for turning these forces to account. 
This method of treatment is therefore based also on existing 
machines, but differs from the former in not only describing their 
an-angement and . purpose, but· in examining also how they can 
best be arranged in order to carry out the given purpose. In 
Germany at present it is for the most patt rightly grasped and 
comprehended, the machine itself being taken as both the end and 
the beginning of the problem. The French, however, have not 
always freed themselves from the idea that the machine occurs 
merely as an illustration-an example-in Applied !\-Iechanics ; if 
this idea were right, however, it is clear that all other applications 
of Mechanics should be treated in the same way. If,-coming 
som�what nearer to the heart of the matter,-the applications of 
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mechanicse" in machinery" be cla.ssed by themselves, as is done 
by Poncelet,-still the principle is not carried sufficiently far, for 
under this title all machines of every kind must be treated, which, 
however, has not been the case. Redtenbacher first removed this 
stigma of indistinctness from the matter, and thereby laid the 
foundation of the freshness and power which the German system 
of machine-instruction shows as contrasted with the French. 
Redtenbacher's most lasting services, ,vhich have not always been 
understood by his successors, lie in this direction,-in the separa
tion of the questions connected with machinery into separate 
sciences or branches of science. It ,vas on this ground that his 
influence was, I may say, so electric, and brought to him so quickly 
in hise. time the engineering students of Germany. 

The existing treatment of the theory of machines (thco1·etische 
Maschinenlehre) confines itself principally to pri me-n1overs,
Steam-engines, Water-wheels, Turbines, Windmills, and so on,
or in terms of our definition, it concerns itself with the nature 
of the various arrangements by means of which natural 
forces can be best applied i n  machinery. Yet it. does also 
consider machines in general (other than prime-movers), and obvi
ously these all belong to its province. To the general examination 
of the theory of these machines the name mechanical technology 
is often given. . This is not universal, nor indeed is it correct, for 
mechanical technology must include all mechanical processes · of 
manufacture, and in a multitude of cases machines are not em
ployed in these. It possesses therefore a domain of its own, and 
must be treated in its own proper way. From its own point of view 
it also exarnines the machine, but in a way entirely differing from 
that in which it is examined for its own sake in the studies of 
which we are speaking. While therefore it can easily be under-· 
stood how both studies should set up claims to the same object 
of instruction, it is on that very account important that they 
should not be confused with each other. 

The special part of technology here coming into question,
or what may be called the technological part of the study of 
special machines,-concerns itself with the action of the natural 
forces, through their various applications in the machine, on the 
bodies to be ,vorked upon. It exa111ines, in ot�er words, by what 
special arrangement of the parts of the machine the 
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required action can be best obtained. As a whole, there
fore, the specialised study of machines (specielle Maschinenlehre) 
considers both the application of the natural forces to a 

· given machine and their action in it. 
The third science is that of Machine-design. It also has 

been freed by Redtenbacher from its incorrect treatment under 
Applied l\fechanics, and placed by him on an independent footing. 
Its province is to teach how to give to the bodies constituting 
the machine the capacity for resisting alteration of form 
mentioned in our definition. In order to determine this pro- . 
perty fully it must be considered in reference not only to sensible 
but also to latent forces. 

The first it accepts as found by the aid of the Science just ex• 
amined, in the shape for example of the steam pressure upon a 
piston, the water pressure in a turbine, and so one; these determine 
the strength of the bodies. The latter, the latent forces, carry 
the force-action from body to body,-e.g. from piston-rod to con.. 
necting-rod, from spur-wheel to spur-"'heel, and so on ; and 
cause therefore necessarily friction and wear. The problems of 
machine-design extend in both the directions thus pointed out. 
In solving these problems in such a way as to conform to the 
technological conditions of each special cas�, machine-design 

forms itself into a really technical science. Its twofold nature, 
as concerning itself both with sensible and ,vith latent forces, 
which hitherto has been recognised in fact without being known 
to theory, I ,vish to raise into the position of .a leading principle ; 
its reality has been clearly proved from the general development 
of fundamental propositions. 

Now, lastly, our definition covers a fourth characteristic of the 
machine which has not been a leading idea in either of the thre 
studies we have considered. This is the arrangement of the means 
for insuring that only certain determined motions shall occur 
in the machine. So far certainly as the motions are conditioned 
by forces, and are regarded solely in connection with force-actions, 
they have been considered in studying the theory of machines in 
the way already described. Bnt that study simply takes the mo
tions looked at as changes of position as given. Hence another 
series of investigations remain, their subject being t�e nature 
of the mutual dependence of the changes of position of parts of the 
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machine. If the problems here presenting themselves be treated 
separately, those of the three former studies being s_upposed 
to be solved, they forn1 a province of investigation which can 
be worked in by 1neans of Applied Mathematics and Mechanics. 
The systematised study of the solutions of these problems forms 
the science with which we have to do, Kinematics, the " Science 
o f  Pure Mechanism."e* It is, as follows from what we have said, 
the study of those arrangements of the machine by which 

. the mutual motions of its parts, considered as changes 
of position, are determined. 

The difference between this definition of Kinematics and that 
which Ampere indicated rather than gave fully (see Introduction, 
p. 11) requires to be noticed. It is principally this, that here 
Kinematics is made to belong essentially not to l\fechanics, as 
with Ampere, but to the Science of  l\f achines, as has been done 
more or less, but without any distinct admission of it, by most 
of Ampere's followers. Its objects and methods subordinate 
themselves therefore to the chief laws which affect the machinal 
as distinguished from the kosmical, and must at the same time 
. 

fit in with the methods of treatment received by the machine in 
the three different studies already described. So far, that is to 
say, Kinematics is not an absolutely isolated science, as it would 
be under Ampere's definition, but works in consciousness of the 
neighbourhood of other systems of investigation having a con1mon 
object with it. On the other hand we have in our own way 
arrived at the same conclusion with Ampere, that Kinematics 
observes changes of position only. Only we do not thereby 
shut out the actions of forces, as Ampere does ; we tJke the pro
blems connected with them as solved in every case, and consider .
the conditions imposed by them, which is a real and important 
difference. The indistinctness remaining with Ampere upon this 
point has been the cause of the unavoidable intr�duction by his 
followers of fragments of three other studies, with which they 
could not dispensee: thui;;, for example, Raton gives an abstract of 
the strength of materials, Laboulaye this and the study of friction 
also, and so. on.t 

• This was the name used by Prof. Willis. 
t I have given in the Preface n1y reasons for thinking that, in this country at 

least, it is now too late to make the limitation proposed by Reuleaux, in the meaning 
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Summarising this section, we see that " Practical l\Iechanicse" 
has been subdivided into-

The study of Machinery in general. 
The special or theoretical study of l\1achinery. 
The study of l\1achine-design. 
The study of pure Mechanism. 

For the understanding of the nature of machines the last
named science is evidently as important as the three first ; indeed in 
many respects it must stand first and prepare the way for them, and 
on this account single sections of Kinematics are often included 
in all three. The union of the three last sciences is necessary 
that the machine may be completely understood, the first having 
pointed out its existence and treated it teleologically .All four 
interact continually ; only as a whole do they furnish the practical 
mechanist with complete solutions to all the problems of his work. 

§ 3. 

General Solution of the Machine-Problem. 

We must now proceed to establish the general principles of .
kinematic procedure, in order to gain a standpoint from which 
to sur\'.'ey generally the method of solving our problem. The ideas 
above developed concerning the essential nature of machine
systems will serve as an introduction to this. Those parts of 
a machinee. transmitting the forces by which the moving points 
are caused to limit their motions in the definite and required 
manner must be bodi_es of suitable resistant capacity, the 
moving points themselves must belong also to similar bodies. 
In the machine, consequently, the moving bodies are prevented, 
by bodies in  contact with them, from making any other than 
the required motions. This contact also, if the problem is to be 
entirely solved, must take place continually, w�ich presupposes 
the possession of certain properties by the bodies in contact. In 
proceeding to examine these properties more closely,. .  we shall 
of the word k i n e m a t i cs, and for substituting mach ine-k i n e �  a t  i c s  in the 
title of his book. 



..,.me in tl,e Ii'°' inm.,., thol. tbe bo.lieo i- Mmplet.e 
rigidity, o.ud oh•lltl"'Y "

"t
•llention tot their 1i .. ,-intothertiroTd1 

wettake.Jltquootion,tbelongingttowhotwo ha,-..tcalledtthet■ptti•l 
Olw.\ytoftm..,hineryt ondtthet otudytoftmachine-degigt,t Mt oo!V<rl, 
oo\hotonly geomet r icaltpropen.i,,,t"'main for n,totconsiJ"'. 

:,;"o.,. in onlerthal any moving body A, ol i;i><'n form,may 
romaint Mutinu■lly intcoul.a.ct wil.h &totUionarytuoet JJ,twot muot 
gi•otnttlle lattcr a ,pedoltform. This ,�utbtttfound if the body 
_4betcau..,.ltottllke uptco.,_.,t.i,dy thetoerieo of i-itionotwhi<h 
ittis inten�OO lo ooeupy ""lati,·.,Jl lo R, •nd the £gm,i whioh 
envelop,,otollthetpooition, of tbeoutliooofttOObody..ttdcm,mi-1. 
Jf forten,,.ple .A bo , tpanllelopiped (•'ii;. 4),oft"·hioh one ou rl'aoo 
,..,.oino doring ita motion int• plano,tl,e ligure B will OO:::Ome 
, enrved d,annd. Tho g,;,omeLrical form th"'" found for B i, 
oali<d tho envelope of the moving £8ure A. A h"' totll .loo 
the ..,,,,., ,.L,.\ion a, il to A, that io, A i,, the en,·elope lo JJ, or 

ot \,_ th,_ pointa in tho figure A "ilh which D romeo into 
"""'''"' form the enwlo("I of th1 body A in =poet lo D. Th• 
reh,tioo,tthttffo.,., i,troeiprooal. 

MODy oo1oh rocipro60l envelol""'t ca.n be act.mJly eomlruc\e,.l 
]f ,tmo,·ingbodybet1u.....,,todoo l,yt11atioIU1rytoneotcono.ainingt ita 
cn..,Jopetint•ncht,twoythattll.tnotiml&ntti,,raorethanonettnotion 
of tho bodypoo.,ibfo,tbentitatmotion muot n""- rilybe ,uch .. 
belongottotbatenvelopeo..tandi,,tdctonoinodtl,ythci rtform 

We - 1tton0<t1.h&l at l .. ,t one nthet body i• n........,.,. f,,,.tthe 
on•elopment of a moving form. If it be found n-rytlouae 
oe�oral-p,rhapo boeauoe tbo on• firot found, "'bile actually
forming an env,fopc, doa not ucl..dc ,II motion. hnt tho ono 
n,quiml,-thent� e&ntbot unitod"·ithtthettlrotinlotonetbody. 
Tt,1111 fOl' in,tan..e wett&n ,uppo,,,, 11,e uppo,r and low.-, halfhrutea 
of • plummer block joined togetJ,.,_ W� fiRJ. th,tUI 10 .. y,th•t in 
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GtiSJ/IUL S<!LFTir>S 01' Tf1K !JlACHlSE-PIWJILliM. '3 

all � attlca .. twotbodiMtoorre,poud in bcingtre<iproullyten,·•lopeo 
each o f  the other. A machino con1i1II 1o lely of b o ,lieo 
,.-hich \hu1 co rropo nd. poir--,d10. ,ecipro oolly. Th..._ fonn 
thotkincmaticto r tmcchaoiomal elemenutoftlhotmachine. 

n..t,l,arttOOO the hearing.tthe ..,,. •t•ndtthotnu1, .... UATDplM
of ench poin of  tlemenlL We - here that lb� J.:.ioOlll&tic 
elemwt.. or a machine are oot employed oinglr, but a1 ... ,-.  in 
p1i•o ; to r intotb<r•Ol'OJl. th1tt thotmaehinotcanno f; oot•·elltbetoal<I 
to oonoi,t of  element, u of pain of elemontL Tha par
ti<ula, mam,e, o f  oomti\u\ion form,t • diolingni,,hing cha™'" 
teria,aetof \ho machine. 

If a kinematic pair o l. telcmcnlstho gil'en,t • dcAnitetmo\ioncan 
be obtained by means o f ttbemiftonc o f  tho two be hold laottor  
f ix o d i n po oitio n.-that it,be broughttto..ttmla1i1·0ly to , gi,·en 
p<,rtion oft•""°"tcl"'""nwithtrof.,.,oeotto thetmotior,twb>Ch io lo 
be oh,,1,r,,«1. 'Tlo,tothertelemcnt ia then f,oo to het,oo,"'1,but ,mly 
inthct011et1'"'iicu!art,.-oytallo,.·eJt bytbt,t00110titutiontoftlhot pair 
It., ,ooiiuu rclati,·cly \0 ito <"<>m1wmi,�, elo,m�nL i, un.d�, <1-
C<lndition• loo ,..m� os i\o nl,.o l "t" moti<,n inttliei;in,n r<>niontof  
•i- 11.,,., for enmpl•. in  the po.ir of  elemen\o >hown in t·;g. �,
a 1<r<,1<· ....J nut.-if tho form.r bo fitted .,.ith a ,uiwl,k f- <Yt ilo 
"Iui.-al,nt, oo u totpre.-.nttitamotiOD,then eachtpoi"\jo lhetnut, 
if it t,.. tno ,e<1 . .. .;I1d-ribo o lielixoftdet<nnin•M�"itOO.., 
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lutthetpa.ir•howntin Fig.t6,twhiohtoou,;.u oft• oolidpri.m en· 
cl.-1 Ly awrn:,,ponding hollow one, o.11 r-,iotaof. tho latt.c-:rtd-ribe 
otraighttlii-ofttqwt.lle>l31h if it betoetiotmotion.tLcrtth"fom1, 
hMtbocntfin.u. 

A \.,go number or ,r.otiOD1 can he obtained in thil �•Y &imply 
bypainoltclemente, .. w&t 1hallt havetocauilOOtforthcrt Q11ttot 
mon, in detail, whilo the complete d..-elo�went of their p,upruti,,s 
offord,ttho mean, oft111u!tiplying indcfioi;elyttlte motion, obu.iu-

•hie Ly owgle ,..;,.._ Thi• can he done by the cowbinatioo of 
p • iro. 

Let it he desired totoombinethrnpainoftelernco\&, 4 b •ndt<J;
tl,il wuat take place oo that each of lhetelerneolo oftonepairbe 

ootnbioedtwith,tlut.t i,tmodo 
patr t toft tlte .. met..,lidt body 
.. , ooe of tho clcn1en\&toftho 
otltert pe.ir. TI,il,t m<ll'COver, 
mayoccutr oo thotthotmutual 
relation of !ht 1iart.t lll n� 
altem:I, and oo oew motion 
obtAined. lft thet demcntt b 
bejoinodtto,,ttl,cntd mUAtbe 
oombiood ,.,ithto ;  or iftb be 
,xnnbinedtwithd,thcn utlllust 
bcjoinOO tot,. lrernayilluo

bat.; chi,, by au eumpl�, t'ig. 7 �uppo,,e that ob ond <J bo two 
oimilart 1.ain<, i aud , l,eiugt c)"lindcra, .. anol dtpri,1U:<tiot lllob, 
in bor3, l.,.,-ing oucht • form .. lo preve11t either •ideway or 
011,!luugt0>0font oftthetcylinJcn. L,tt b 1nd < he ..,tjoinc-<lt tb.ot 
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wcre • oohd pnfilll encl,-i by M ii would ,f b c a hollo,v ooe, like 
tho pairt • b in Fig. 8. Thuo by combining two j>&i,. we h4ve 

oingle �� ,,-n, of a 
:::;,� •=�=�:::�;::�!� ta: :u

their UC!! aro parallel, aud ]d, U... two o!otted i..� be also 
plac,,d pan.lldttotmchtothertandjoioed. Thent e,,.idently,t ift<> d  
be fixed, e,·eryt,.,int in b •  mn,t move J"'1"Ucl l o  the ocntre lino 
of the •IOU, M oho,m by tho nrmw. 
dOOCTibe eq"."'totraight l� 

All oucli point& ther,fore 
'":'uathetmotiontakeoplac,,teroet!y 

Hut. if wetdot nott pli,ret a andtdtparal.lelttot....,htother,thutt..-t. 
thewobl.iq_nely.,,t•howntin llig. �,thetca..,ti,tentirely1lteft'd. Tlie 
tent""tof b ondtc oo longertmo...,tintoiwilarditt<tion1tin the oloto, 
andtco...equently thetnriou• poioto in b ,  no longcrthave1imilo.r 
;,.tru!,-thetpoint p,tforexo,nple,OOl<ribeo! a m.,rve. Tbemolionti,, 
thm q_uitetdiff'ere11l.tfromtwhattit 1ra1tbefo,.,., 

Neverlhel..,. in th- two ,lifl'oreut �Figs. 7 and 9,the Mme 
l'l'laticm o¼iru,; in boll� b• llld A d  form rigid ho,di,.._ or 
whattmaybetco� ut •uoh,--th..ttil,ttot oay,twethave intU1e 
end one poir of dc�nt.. only, by combining two poin of 
bodiel. Witht difl"erent.t welhOOot oftoombinationt difl"erentt re,,ulto 
uetobtained,tbulinte,'tt)'ttuetlheret...,ultlonlyonetp,.ir. 

Act:Onlioglytthe...,iprooaltcomhi,..tion of the element.o of two 
po.int giv"9t uot ogainta pai•toftolemento,twhichtmaytdil!'er 
from either of the ,iogle paiu oftwbich i t  i o  coinpo••d 
Tb...,, wetohtaintoJ.nwlyantimport&ntTMUlt,t•nd oneha•ing many 
IJOtiOOq_UOnoel, 



46 KINEMATICS OF MACHINERY. 

,ve may now proceed to the combination of three or four pairs 
of elements. Suppose the pairs 

a b  c d  P,f g h  
to be given. Let each element of each of these be joined to one element 
of another pair,-then every pair keeps its O\Vn peculiarity and at the 
same time has another added to it. The combination may take place 
in a number of different ways, for example in the same order as above. 

b -- c d -- ef -- g h -- a ;  
or in the order 

b -- d e e-- ef-- hge-- a, 

and so on. The whole now forms a linkage returning upon itself, 
like an endless chain, consisting simply of single links connected 
together. A combination of pairs of elements in this way we 
shall call a chain, or more fully a kine1natic chain. The body 
,vbich is formed by the junction of the elements of t,vo different 
pairs is then a link of the kinematic chain. Every link of the 
above-mentioned chain consists of t\vo elements, so that the chain 
here has as many links as it contains pairs. 

In the chain every two adjacent links have a definite relative 
motion, that namely \Vhich belongs to the pair of elements con
necting them. But two links which are connected by a third do 
not possess definite reciprocal 1notions except under certain condi
tions. Such motions can occur only if the chain be so arranged 
that every alteration in the position of a l ink relatively 
to the one next to i t  be accompanied by an alteration i n  
the po sition of every other link relatively to the  first. In 
a kinematic chain which possesses this peculiarity, each link has 
only one relative motion to each other link ; if, that is to say, 
any relative motion occur in tbe chain, all the links are const rained 
to execute determinate 1·elative motions. Such a kinematic chain 
I call a constraine_d closed-or simply a closed-chain . 
. We may take as an illustration the simple chain shown in 

figure 10. It consists of four similar pairs a b, c d, ef, g Ii, each 
being a cylindrical pin fitting a corresponding eye, the axes of 
all being parallel. Here each link has only· motion in a circle 
relatively to the one next to it. Every turning of h, a rel�tively 
to gf must necessarily be accompanied by alterations in the 
positions of b c and of d e--the chain is therefore closed. 



41 OB.'{811.AL BOLUTJOS or THS Jl,WnI.YE•PIIQBLE.ll. 

Io i-1£ a cl� chain W)(II oot poatu\a\c any defini\6 abeoluU! 
� lntonlcrtotobtaintthio at,imilartmet.hootmrutbe adopted 
tothotonetomp\Qyedtabovotwithpairtoftelement.,-n&mely,totho\d 
fut or 6 K i n po,ition ono linkof lhe chaintrela\ively to tho 
portion oftounonndiog opace u,umed to b e  •lationary 
The relative uwlion• of the link,, then beo:;mo abeolute. A cloud 
kinematictchain, oftwbich one link io tbu,tmade Hation
ary, i o tcalled a mechaniam. 

./ \. 
TM abont choint ""-D he made a mechanism in fou,t di/l'or<,nt 

way,, ut,bowntinthetfollo.,·iugtt.oble,tio which thototationarytlink 
iotundulined int_,b°""",..... 

l .  b - •  ,! - ,  /-11 A - "  
l!. � d - ,  / - g  A - a  
3. b - •  � J - _q A - •  
4. b - <  d - t � � 

I n  goneral,ttherdore, a con,trained clooed kinoma\ic 
cha'o can be formd · nto a mechao'sm ' o  u many waya 
u ittha,tlink&' 

lntoNlerthat a linkmaybetuwletotalionarytitmu,t betpn>,·ided 
withtnit.oblytfom,ed f .. tenings or canien. 

To make the deinonstration complete, let us auppooe th.t "'" 
cmploytataufllcientlyrigidtpeooltal,t1ucb"' th.At ohown in Fig. II, 
.. a ""l'I""' to which ooe link of our chain, " �  for uamplo, con 
bo clomped, oo that kioemot.ioolly it may form one pieoo with 
., A, Themotiontwhichtconoowttakerloceiotthecbaini,tindic,oled 
bythotdott<,dtiineo,taodwilltbetattooc,tn,cogn.ioed .. tbat oftthe 
'-mandtCTIU1k of a ot.m-engine. 

Thetformtortthop,,de&talor ,quinlent bodytiatoftconno,too tu 
.. tho motioo iatOOJ>cemed,til>difl'ettnL Yet ii will botnotioedai 
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o""" lhat N • n,.lc tho"' ill & cenajn i oc lination t,o lr,..t it N a  p iece d a"'hitoctn ... , wit h w hio h it ""1'1&ioly b .. i n  oomllll>n the prol'orty of Ifft O< iw1oovobili1y, ,oJ in the lieigbbourh(l()<l of w�ieh a \oo it i, often placal. The 0<3\ionuy partl of medwiio,ms lut.Ycofteno at"""W theoat.lenlion or 1boori,to. We b.-·eo,lreo.dy -notbi.ooinotbeoTnlroduoliono(p.olO)oino &rgni•" <liVWon ofoth<, 

' �=-�::o"" ::'bo;i�ea:i:"n �•;� f�g �; :.017ou::';inoth.odiYi.ion,rhiebooo®noocunoftho part. of,uohin,,, io, t,o"..,tin• and"' po..iYo." Tl� lat!.tt lNl n othin� e loe t h•n the element.I o onn ecl<!d wi,oh tb- linh of o kinematic cl,lin ,.bieh ""'• f<>r l he lime,fixcd. Xoobeoluteodis1inct.ionuillt,o ho"'"""bot"'o;en 



� 

tt- ondotba "1<tive" paru,fo,oin 1heo,-.n<><11om,,ohan..,,,.o e <>nllructed oo.t of the •mo chain, the ""me pal'!. of the m.cru� may oometimeoo be li.Iedaodooometimeo movol,lo. ln thoe i-,haniomo •hiohoco.o beooonot�!oontoofoochainoof tbaoabo�be<loa,n."ll"""'ot.theo m<Jtionoof•olinkonextthe liied Jin.I. ia dewmi-1 l>y tbfl Mtun, of the elemeJOI by m e o,m of which ii i i,  pai,ed to thot liok; thia one pair ofei<:meDll aio,.. iuftueDOeloittroot.ion. Withotheliok upoo theofnrther .;<1eoofthi1 onethe cue io dift"e.,,nt,illoruotio11d,•peod1 upon 1l>oe motionofi111,ei gbbour-elemenll M we \ l  u upon theomotiooaodue loothe c \crncnt-oolill poin t-o ofattacbment; inouroillu,tr&t i on,foroinataou it ia inlluenoodol,yfow- 1-.iro ofc\c1nenla. 

_.,2' 
lllonKJtiooorelati,,.Jytoo tlie!ix"'l link ioohow,..-e-r a,det.errninate u i f othetwoowereoonn<oetedl>yone poir of elem,ntoonly. Hence _ ,..,oapino...,.othllomethoJol,y.,fac.hointhoe fo,to ilWUlll<:<Io"" obta.i1,ed the clwn.-•n oan,thuia,ooombi,.. 1n element of, .,,.,. l'"i•Tith it an,l oo furthe-roextondthe chaino. lnorder to obt& inU the...,. time the requisite dOIIU� \ hio u\o. ,d,d c!,.;n maot bo lorougbt ho.,k again into ..,,,,_lion ...;,h th" link al, whi e h  ii rtartalo. Weoobt&inointhi.aow.y1compoundokine""'ticochai1�ou dLl'tin e tfromowl,icl, #Oolll1yco.llotheoueo.i..cribed 1bon 1 1iroplo <hoio. t"ig. lZ 1bow11ucb a corupmrnd cla i n. forn>edof oix link, ofttactlyti..Nm,, d.,ript ion ao thoeo u,..J. Ii,fore. T,.o oflhe .hnQ,,.,.,o..,nt.oino tb- e\ement.o:-

,l - i - <
111<\ � - k - a  
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50 KINEMATIOS OF MAOBINERY. 

If we suppose a -- h (that is a -- h -- o) again to be 
fixed, k -- l will have a yet more complex motion than 
d · e ; the method of building up the chain further allows the 
possibility of obt�.ining motions according to more and more com
plex laws, a:µd so to serve as the means of procuring a great, indeed 
an infinite number of different forms of motion. It holds equally 
good with the compound as with the simple chain that it can be 
set in motion after fixing any one of its links ; in as many ways, 
that is to say, as it has links. 

Closed mechanisms also can again combine, and so unite into 
higher forms ; we may however allow these compound me
chanisms to class with those built up from compound chains. 

We have now before us a general view of the method of con
struction of liechanisms :-

The mechanism is a closed kinematic chain; the kine
matic chain is compound or simple, and consists of kine
matic pairs of elements ;  these carry the envelopes 
required for the motion which the bodies in contact must 
have, and by these all motions other than those desired 
in the mechanism a.re prevented. 

A kinematic mechanism is moved if a mechanical force or effort 
be applied to one of its movable links in such a way as to alter 

· its position. The effort thus applied performs mechanical 
work which is accompanied by determinate motions; the 
whole, that is to say, is a Machine. 

The arrangement by which the natural force is thus brought 
into action must correspond to the purpose for which the machine 
is intended. If for example the natural force act continuously, 
the machine receives a continuous motion, as in water-wheels, tur
bines, and so on. If the part acted upon by the force comes after 
a time into such a position that the latter exercises no further 
influence upon it, then, if the motion is to be continued, artificial 
means must be provided for restoring it to a position where such 
influence can again be exerted ; as for instance in the clock. In 
many machines the action is limited to very small alterations of 
position of the moving parts, as in the balance, after which alter
ation they must be restored to their original position. This much 
by way of illustration only, later on we shall have to consider 
these questions syste1natically. 



GENERAL SOLUTION OF TBE MACHINE PROBLEM. 61 

The title Machine has not hitherto been used logically. 
Commonly it is applied only in those cases ,vhere force or motion 
appears continuously or to some large extent. Many ,vould not 
call the balance which we have just mentioned a machine, in 
.consquence of the narrowness of th� limits within ,vhicb. its 
rootion is confined ; but force and motion are employed in it in 
exactly the same way as in other machines ; it certainly ought there
fore to receive the same nan1e. We may much rather say that the 
Engineer's measuring instruments, the theodolite, level and so on, are 
not machines. Here indeed mechanisms, in exactly the above de
scribed meaning, are used, and forces must be applied to these in just 
the way we have supposed in order that they may be used. The forces 
ho,vever are very small, and the mechanisms are only used at 
intervals, so that the name Instrument may properly be preferred 
for them. But the title Machine is even here not incorrect, as one 
may convince oneself by looking at the English giant telescope 
with its massive foundation and all the appliances for working it. 
With all these it differs in degree only, and not in kind, from a little 
pocket telescope. To such machines as occur naturally, also, the 
name is denied by many. Two blocks of stone which, like " dog
knee '' levers, grip a third between them, may form kinematically 
the same combination as the train shown in Fig. 11n; the so
called Rocking-stones, which have been weathered into existence in 
many places, are formed like balanc� beams ; the Geysers of Iceland 
act in a way to a certain extent resembling the steam-engine, 
forcing the water through distinct vertical tubes formed by 
stalactitic deposits ; from all these we cannot withhold the name of 
1''.lachine. I mention these things, however, merely to show the avail
ability of the word for our purpose, for the strictly scientific mean
ing of the name employed cannot be a matter of indifference to us. 
It is far from my intention to urge the employment of the name in 
cases in which its use is of no importance. But the examples just 
given come as well within our definition of a machine as within 
the above demonstration of its general nature. They show also 
that, in spite of the non-employment of the name, it is yet 
perfectly correct in the circumstances we have supposed ;_ it serves, 
tl1at is to say, to indicate that they jointly possess tbe characteristics 
summed up in our definition. 

We have already seen ho\\' a mechanism becomes a n1achine. 
E 2 
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(>2 KINEMATICS OF MACHINERY. 

In its complete form the n1achine consists of one or more mecha
nisms, which can, in the ,vay we have already pointed out, be 
separated into kinematic chains, and these again into pairs of 
elements. This separation is the analysis of the machine, the 
investigation of its kinematic contents, arranged in mechanisms, 
kinematic chains, and pairs of elements. The reverse of this 
operation is synthesis, the placing together of the kinematic 
elements, chains and mechanisms, from which a machine can be 
built up so as to fulfil its required function. 

There is a large region among the exact sciences in which 
analysis and synthesis can exist without each other, where at 
least ilnportant results can be obtained by the use merely of de
duction from fixed general laws. In our case, however, the two 
intclllectual operations cannot go on separately, because the 
machine never, or scarcely ever, comes to us as a ready-made pro
duction of nature, but as something which we ourselves have 
made,-because, that is, it has been created by us essentially by a 
synthetic method. The induction by which we have arrived at it 
has often been very indistinct, and hence deduction aud analysis 
are or must beco1ne means enabling us to reach it by an induc
tion or synthesis which is conscious and definite. . 

The synthesis is here, as in most cases, by far the more difficult 
of the two processes. On this account it has scarcely ever been un
dertaken other than empirically. Its province is simply that which 
is assigned, in common language, to invention, and about which 
we spoke at length in the Introduction. Essentially, invention is 
nothing other than induction, a continual Eietting down and there
after analysing of the possible solutions which present themselves 
by analogy. The process continues until some more or less 
distinct goal is reached,-a goal which generally seems itself to be 
indefinite on account of the haziness which envelopes the whole 
procedure. In this way a result lying close to the starting point is 
too often reached only after traversing a whole labyrinth of solutions 
each one depending upon the one before it, and each thrown aw..ay 
as soon as it has been found. I do not doubt that many of my 
readers, who have spent hours and days poring over mechanical 
problems, have found, after many laborious trials, that they have 
been travelling through a circle of experiment only to reach some 
well known, but unfortunately not so well recognised, proble1n. 
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GENERAL SOLUTION OF THE M.ACHlNE PROBL�M. 53 

The chief cause of all this trouble is that the mechanisms are not 
seen, or n')t recognised, because their proper nature, the 
kinematic linkwork with its laws, has not been present in the 
thoughts of the mechanician. The acquaintance with this would, 
in nine cases out of ten, have shown him any near-lying result 
immediately, and would have greatly shortened the way to results 
further off. For the scientific theory of mechanisms, if it give a 
complete mastery over analysis, sweeps entirely away a great 
portion of the difficulties, and entirely alters the nature of those 
which remain. '\Vhile the empirical method is only a groping in 
the dark in the hope that by good luck we may lay hold of the 
solution, we come here to the application of an inductive 
method, based upon a well- understood analysis. The difficulties 
now consist only in the increased demands upon the capacity for 
induction. In this itself, however, Kinematics follows its own strict 
lawi:;, like all other sciences. There will be further frequent oppor
tunity for showing how great the difference is between this n1ethod 
and the old one,-at this point I · can only place it before the 
reader in general propositions. 

We see now the Machine-problem theoretica-lly solved, or in 
other words, we have the general features of the method of solution 
sketched in an abstract form before us ; these point out the direc
tion in which we must work. The general propositions laid down 
as to pairs of elements, chains and mechanisms, are, as it were, 
only the titles of volumes as yet unopened, the contents of which 
we must now commence to study page by page ; for it is neces
sary, in order that our solution of the problem may be brought 
down from general first principles to their detailed applications, 

· that the latter should be carefully examined. This study we shall 
begin in the following section. 

It can be 1·eadily understood that such an investigation is 
neither simple nor easy, to me at least it does not appear 
possible to pass quickly over such wide-reaching questions. 
Whoever attentively examines the nature of the machine, discovers 
in it so many phenomena having mutual relations difficult to 
understand that he cannot penetrate to the deep under-lying laws 
which connect them, and he comprehends how it has often taken 
the whole power of single men to carry forward even one step 
some of the problems which present themselves. When we 
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consider the spinning-n1achine, for example, which has been 
gradually developing for three generations into its present form, 
( one still capable of further improvement), notwithstanding that 
the best mechanics have worked at it ;-or look at the changes 
through which the sewing-machine has passed, and examine each 
step by step, we can form some conception of the difficulties ·which 
the theory has to overcome. In addition to this, the propositions 
to be developed are completely new. They therefore require that 
numerous details should be carefully entered into, of ,vhich 
some may appear to the engineer to be already ,vell understood, 
although in reality the la,vs upon ,vhich they depend have not 
yet been investigated, and in the light of these they n1ay be seen 
in many new aspects. It ,vill therefore be some time before we 
arrive at such propositions as are adapted for direct application. 

When, however, we have gone so far as to have demonstrated 
these existing la,vs and their mutual relations, we shall have 
reached the limits up to ,vhich theory can be our guide. 

For the right application of these laws demands certain special 
qualities in the designer of a machine besides a mere knowledge 
of its theory, if his work is to be what is called " practical,"-by 
which is meant that the required object is to be  fully 
and permanently attained, without too great an expen
diture of means. This art of making practical work can be but 
very partially communicated by teaching, it can only be made 
quite clear -by example. The scientific abstraction only serves to 
show the possibility of the machine, it affords no means what
ever of judging between " practical " and '' unpractical." This 
is often cited as an essential imperfection of theory, a notion 
which only arises_ from an obstinate ignoring of its real province. 
'\Ve have separated the department of practice from that of ab
stract theory in order to see more clearly the complicated course 
of our subject. Every time, however, . that we have to choose 
between the useful and the useless, we are compelled to return 
frorn the abstract to the concrete. In the school, therefore, kine
matic science must frequently be connected with its practical 
applications-it has not only to show what theoretical solution 
applies to problems already solved empirically, but in most cases 
to construct the theory as well as to find it. It is remarkable 
that there is scarcely any kinematic problem, scarcely any turning, 
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however bold, in the theoretical propositions, for which we cannot 
find an example in practice. It must not, ho,vever, be considered 
that theory has only and always to limp behind practice, as is 
too often the case ; it may rather be said to comprehend in itself 
all the mutual relations of the laws which in their application 
constitute this practice ; it raises a clear flame out of each spark 
of truth, and so renders possible new and various roads to its 
higher development. The attitude of Theory and Practice to each 
other, in connection with the Machine, must be one of mutual 
respect. 

,· 
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